
George D.

Alexandra

Dorothy PiersonFirst Wife

Daughter

Gary TaylorMarried

Di Di SharplesThird Wife

Jeanne LeGonFourth Wife

Christiana

Daughter

Ragnar aka Rags. 
Ragnar KeartingMarried

Mrs. Tilton

Raises Alexandra

Nancy TiltonDaughter

Friends

"Step-Sisters"

Witnesses no 
bruises on Marina. 
Is told by Jeanne 

LeGon that Marina 
had bruises.

George D and his wife had taken a walking trip through Guatemala at about the time 
the Bay of Pigs invaders have been training.  This walking trip is used as evidence 
by conspiracist to suspect that George D. was working for the CIA.  Gary Taylor 
believes the walking trip supports George D. as working for the communists.

November '62 
Beating on 

Marina.  George 
D. and Jeanne D. 
see a black eye.

Anna MellerSees no bruises

George D. and Jeanne Take MarinaT-Giving 1962

Marina lives with 
the Taylors for two 
weeks in October 

of 1962.  He 
reports no bruises.

Marina lives with 
Anna Meller for 5 
days and Anna 

Meller can not say 
for certain that 
Marina has a 
black eye or a 

bruise?

Oswald T-Giving 
1962.  All family 

members present.  
No reports of 

bruising.

Katya Ford

Marina lives here after one week with Anna Meller.

How could Anna Meller tell Katya Ford there was a bruise when Anna Meller herslef can not say for sure.  Katya 
Ford leaves open the possibility that George Bouhe told her about the bruise implying that she did not see it herself.  

What is most important however is how the clever Wesley Liebeler has conflated two visits.  Look now at this.

What this signifies is that Katya Ford is talking about a bruise on Marina's face in August of 1962 not November of 
1962.

Conclusion:  The only people that see evidence of a bruise in November of 1962 are George D. and his 
wife.  The bruise is corroborated by no one else.  Many people including George D.'s own son-in-law 
feel he is involved in some sort of operation or conspiracy.

Two children who 
later die of CF.  To 
work off the pain, 
George D. and 
Jeanne D. take 

walking trip down 
through Central 

America.

George Bouhe

Transports Marina from 
Anna Meller's place to Katya 

Ford's place.  

What's important here is that 
George Bouhe does not see 

Marina that night.

Here we have the date fixed 
in time by Mr. Liebeler.

Notice here thta Marina 
takes a cab to the Meller 

residence.

Again, no briuses attested 
to.

Assuming that Marina was beaten 0n 11/5/62, the bruise would 
have had to heal completely by 11/22/62 which is 17 days away.  

This might be possible if the bruise was small; however if she 
had a bad black eye, 17 days would be pretty quick.

September '62 
beating on Marina.

Peter Gregory 
Party.  This takes 
place in August of 

1962. 8/25/62.

Anna Meller

George Bouhe

Visits the Oswalds 
in Forth Worth 5,6 

times over two 
months time.  
Notices bruise 
under Marina's 
eye.  Marina 

states she walked 
into a door.  

September of '62.

Peter Gregory's 
son.

Lee and Marina.

Sees bruise on 
Marina.  Marina 
says Lee hit her.

Katya FordSo, it looks like a done deal, right?  Marina has 
bruises. It's a cinch (Jesse Curry) then.  Lee beat her; 

he must have shot the President.  Maybe not.
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